Abstract Nowadays, with the globalization of the markets, the companies must to implement new manufacturing technologies and concepts for the improvement of manufacturing systems productivity. The integration is one of the keys to solve the problems in manufacturing systems. The arrangement of the resources in cells and the implementation of control systems allows the improvement of productivity, flexibility, quality and the reduction of production costs. This paper describes a Cell Controller architecture solution, implemented at the flexible manufacturing cell integrated into the demonstration pilot of an ESPRIT Program Project; special attention to the control structure and the system communication is taken. The last part of the paper focuses the costs involved in this solution and presents the alternative platforms and technologies to implement the Cell Controller.
INTRODUCTION
A Flexible Manufacturing Cell is a group of processing resources (pLC, NC machines), interconnected by means of an automated material handling (AGV, robots) and storage system, and controlled by a control system [Groover] . This control system is called Cell Controller, and it's a module of software that performs the integration of the several cell devices, allowing more flexibility and the improvement of production. The Cell Controller should be able to perform the following functions [Rembold, Groover] :
• production control-management of the cell production;
• real time scheduling of production -reaction in real time to the cell capacities;
• resource management -optimal use of materials and devices; • NC and RC programs management -storage and download ofNC and RC programs;
• device monitoring -visualization of cell and devices status;
The Cell Controller was developed and implemented in a Sun SparcStation 10 workstation with Solaris 2.4 Operating System. This workstation has a network card with two stacks:
• TCPIIP stack, for the communication with the Shop Floor Controller and the Project Department. This network allows the transmission ofNC and RC programs from fileserver to the industrial machines; • OSI MAP stack, for the communication with industrial machines, like NC machines and robots.
The manufacturing cell is connected to the controlling room by a LAN with a bus structure topology, based on a base band transfer media (IOMb/s). The LLC protocol used is 802.3 (Ethernet CSMAlCD) 
MANUFACTURING CELL CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
The definition of control system structure for Cell Controller was done keeping in mind two important aspects:
• modular structure, which allows the future expansion of the control system, for instance, if the number of machines grows up; • real time requirements, to guarantee that control system is able to execute all required functions performing the time restrictions, for example the cooperation between machines.
The specified control system for this Cell Controller is a blend of centralized and hierarchical architecture. It's a hierarchical architecture because the functions are distributed by several control levels; however, it's not completely hierarchical because the lowest levels may execute jobs and services but they are not able to execute the complete manufacturing orders. This structure has three hierarchical levels, being each one responsible for the execution of control functions. The first level is designated by Manager Module, and it's responsible for the planning and the control of the cell production. In the second level, there are several modules to control industrial machines. Each of these modules, designated by Device Controller, is customized to the industrial machine and it has the responsibility for the execution of the jobs in the machines. Finally, the last level, the Device Interface, contains the interface between the Cell Controller and each of the industrial machines. The communication protocol implemented in these three modules is the MMS protocol.
This control structure is modular and flexible, allowing easily the expansion of the Cell Controller if the number of machines in the cell grows up. When a new machine is added to the manufacturing cell, it's only necessary to add a Device Controller module and a Device Interface module, customized to the new machine.
All Cell Controller code is written in C language and the communication between modules, inside the Cell Controller, is implemented with a Unix Operating System functionality, called pipes, which is made up of files to exchange the messages.
Manager Module
This module is the brain of the manufacturing cell controller, and it's responsible for the control and the supervision of the production process of the manufacturing cell and also for the management of cell resources. The main functions of this module are:
• Start the Cell Controller, verifying if it' s a normal or abnormal start;
• Receive and process the messages from the Shop Floor Controller; • Receive and process the results of services executed by the Device Controllers; • Determine for each order, the next operation to be executed; • Dispatch the orders to the Device Controllers; • Notify the Shop Floor about the evolution of the orders and whenever an alarm occurs;
The management of the manufacturing cell is based upon information stored in the cell database. This database contains information about orders, resources, cell buffers and tools stored in the industrial machines of the cell. 
Device Controller Module
The Device Controller is responsible for the local control of the machine, and for the execution of the jobs requested by the Manager Module. This module receives jobs from the Manager Module and separates them into elementary services, to be executed by the Device Interface module in the industrial devices. For example, the execution of a machining program requires the execution of two services: the transmission of a NC program from fileserver to the NC machine, and the start of a NC program.
When all services are completed, the required job is concluded and this module sends a message to the Manager Module indicating the end of the job. If an error occurs in the industrial device, this module sends also an error message to the Manager Module.
Device Interface Module
The MMS protocol implements the interface communication between the Cell Controller and the industrial devices. The key features of MMS are:
• the "Virtual Manufacturing Device" (VMD) model. The VMD model specifies the objects contained in the server, and with MMS services it's possible to access and manipulate these objects;
• the client I server model. The client is a device or application that requests data from the server; the server responds with data requested by the client. There is a distinction between a real device (e.g. PLC, CNC, Robot) and the real objects contained on it (e.g. variables, programs, etc.), and the virtual device and objects defined by the VMD model. Each developer of a MMS server device or MMS server application is responsible for "hiding" the details of their real devices and objects. The executive function translates the real devices and objects into the virtual ones defined by the VMD model.
In many cases, the relationship between the real objects and the virtual ones can be standardized for a particular class of device or application (pLC, CNC, Robots, PCs). Developers and users of these real devices may decide to define more precisely how MMS is applied to a particular class of device or application -the result is a Companion Standard.
The Device Interface module is responsable for the execution of services, required by the Device Controller, on the industrial devices. The MMS objects implemented in the server application (industrial device) and accessed by the client module (Device Interface module) are:
• MMS Domains, used for the standardized transmission of data or programs;
• MMS Program Invocation, used to manipulate NCIRC programs;
• MMS Variables, used to map typed data (e.g. Tool offsets, NC data, PLC data, etc.); • MMS Events, reporting the end of program execution.
When the service is finished, this module sends a message to the Device Controller indicating the end of service execution. An error message is sent if a fault occurs in the machine, for example, a tool collision.
SOLUTIONS FOR SOME PROBLEMS

Execution of a Machining Program
The execution of a machining program requires the execution of a set of services: decoding a NC program, download the program to the machine and start the program by the machine. When the project team designs a product and generates the NC programs for the manufacturing of the product, it's not possible to know where the tools are stored in the machine. Therefore, the NC programs must contain the indication of the tool's type. However, the CAD postprocessor can only insert a code with two digits in the number or type of tool. Thus, it's necessary an auxiliary file to associate the tool types and the tool codes (two digits) that appears in the NC machine. The filter algorithm searches the character "T" in the NC program; the next two digits are the tool code. It's necessary to know what is the tool type for this tool code, by reading the auxiliary file. After, it's necessary to verify if there is a tool inside the machine with the type required, by seeking the tools table. If there is a tool stored in the machine with the type of tool required for the operation, the tool code ofNC program is replaced by the position of the tool inside the NC machine. When the filter algorithm finishes the changes in all lines of the NC program, this NC program is ready to be downloaded to the NC machine.
Execution of Setups
The execution of a new production requires the update of machine configurations. This operation is designated by setup and can contain the following tasks:
• change the tool stored inside the machines; • change the gripper of robot; • execute the machine maintenance; • test the RC programs; • change the machine parameters.
During the setup, the Cell Controller must execute a set of functions: transfer the tools offset to the machines and update the tools table with the parameters of the new tools. The transfer process is different for each machine:
.Lealde machine -the Device Controller makes the upload of tools offset from machine to a file. For each position, the old parameters are replaced by the new tools offset. When the file is completed, this file is downloaded to the machine through MMS Download service .
• Kondia machine -it's necessary to build a data structure with the following information: offset number, geometrical dimensions, radius, wear and tool life. This structure is transferred to the machine through MMS Write service.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Data Transmission rates
The execution of a program in a industrial device requires the existence of this program inside the device memory. Due to the memory capacity limitation, it's necessary to transfer the program to the device whenever it will be necessary. This operation is performed by the Cell Controller with the MMS Download service. During the Cell Controller implementation tests, and with a network analyzer, it was possible to work out the transfer speed: 10 kbitsls. This speed is very slow and origines the Cell Controller lost of efficiency. For example, the Cell Controller spends approximately 30 seconds to download a NC program with 50 kbytes! This time is not profitable in the processing tasks, and causes the lost of productivity in the manufacturing cell.
With this slow transfer speed, it was necessary to know where the problem was located. After several tests, it could be concluded that the problem was not associated with MMS protocol, because two MMS applications, running at SUN worksation, could communicate with 10 Mbitsls transfer speed; thus, the problem is related to the internal machine problems. In fact, when a machine receives a program, this is analised inside the machine, line by line, to detect errors inside the program. This procedure causes the reduction of data transmission from 10 Mbits/s to 10 kbits/s.
For increasing the Cell Controller efficiency, it's necessary to do the management of the NC programs inside the machines memory and download the needed NC programs into the Cell Controller, making use of it's dead times. This is a complex solution to be implemented, and reqUires the introduction of Artificial Intelligence techniques inside the system control. The use of multi-agents systems in the Cell Controller architecture can be a good solution, to solve this problem and, in addition, to help the fault recovery tasks.
Costs of the solution
The performance of an integrated solution is analyzed into two points: operationality and cost. The cost is an important factor that will be decisive for the viability of a solution. It is possible to quantify the cost associated with this Cell Controller architecture solution, by analyzing the costs of the several platforms and interface boards used to implement the Cell Controller. These costs can be divided into two main areas: the communication protocols and the developing platform.
To implement a communication system with MMS protocol, the cost is obtained by adding the cost related to the MAPIMMS interface boards and the cost of the communication software. It's· possible to calculate the cost of the communication system implemented in the Cell Controller. The cost of the MAPIMMS interface boards is around $6000 (US dolars) each one and the MMS software (MMSEASE from SISCO in this case) around $6700. In this application, 'the number of MAPIMMS interface boards is 4 (3 servers/machines and 1 client), so it's necessary to spend $30700 to implement the communication system. For a better perception of this cost value, it is possible to make a comparation with the cost associated with the resources of the cell (two NC machines and one robot). The cost of these three machines is around $333300. So, the communication system cost value is approximately 9,2% of the costs associated with the resources of the cell.
With this scenario, it can be concluded that it's very expensive to use a standardized communication protocol like MAPIMMS, basically because the price of the interface boards are very expensive. In alternative, other communications protocols could be implemented for the communication system: FieldBus and Serial link, for instance.
The FieldBus interface boards are cheaper, because they only implement three levels of OSI the stack. The FieldBus is a standardized protocol, like MAPIMMS, and uses the RS485 protocol to implement the physical layer. This protocol is used to interconnect the sensor and actuator devices. The Serial link is very cheap, but it requires the development of an API (Application Program Interface) for each industrial device, customized to the device funcionalities. For a higher number of devices, this task is complex due to the different funcionality of each device. Another disadvantage of the Serial link is the connection point to point between devices and the controller station, that is worst for the expansion of the system and also for the machines which are distant from the controller station. Solutions which only transfer programs to the devices required from device operator, is a good answer for applications with low control degree or with manual production, which only requires the download ofNC or RC programs.
Another disadvantage of this Cell Controller solution is the developing platform. The cost of the developing platform is $15340, due to the cost of the SUN SparcStation 10 and the developing software SUN SparcWorks. These costs can not be reached by SME (Small and Medium Enterprises), which also demands for new platforms like Windows NT. Actually, the companies need cheap control systems solutions and short developing time. The Windows NT platform allows the reduction of hardware costs and the use of more userfriendly programming tools, like Visual Basic or Visual C++.
An important problem with the Unix platforms is the monitoring or graphical interface that is very complex to implement. The use of Visual C++, for instance, allows the reduction of development costs and a more quick implementation of the solution for the desired application, using all the potentialities of these programming tools.
CONCLUSIONS
The cell controller architecture presented in this paper is now working well. The two major aspects of a Cell Controller specification were focused: the control structure and the communication system. In the control structure, the use of hierarchical architectures is growing up, mainly due to the increasing of computing system capacities and the reduction of the prices. The control structure presented in the Cell Controller solution is a blend of a centralized architeture and a hierarquical architecture, allowing the flexibility and modularity of the application. The communication system could be implemented with MAPIMMS, FieldBus, Serial link, between others. The protocol presented is the MAPIMM1i due basically to it's standardization and the simplicity of it' s implementation.
With the analysis of the MMS implementation, it was possible to conclude that the costs of the MMS interface boards are the limiting factor to the implementation of MMS protocol in the integrated applications. Nevertheless, the MMS protocol is a good solution for applications which require a total control of resources or when the integration involves a high number of resources with high degree of complexity. For cheaper solutions required by 5MB's, it's necessary to use other protocols, like serial link and field bus. These solutions are a valid alternative to implement the communication system of Cell Controller.
The Cell Controller architecture described in this paper, is developed in an Unix platform, and despite the good results of his operationality, it's necessary, in the future, to build the Cell Controller on a cheaper development platform, like Windows NT, and also it is wise to use the Artificial Intelligence methods to perform the control and the faults recovery tasks.
